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Featured Application: Ice-templated nanocellulose-based materials are low-density biobased
materials that constitute promising solutions for several engineering fields. They can be used
in the building and car-manufacturing industry as heat/and or sound insulation board, as porous
template for the storage and generation of energy, as membrane for fluid purification, or even as
scaffold for biomedical applications.

Abstract: Nanocelluloses (cellulose nanocrystals, CNCs, or cellulose nanofibrils, CNFs) are the
elementary reinforcing constituents of plant cell walls. Because of their pronounced slenderness
and outstanding intrinsic mechanical properties, nanocelluloses constitute promising building
blocks for the design of future biobased high-performance materials such as nanocomposites, dense
and transparent films, continuous filaments, and aerogels and foams. The research interest in
nanocellulose-based aerogels and foams is recent but growing rapidly. These materials have great
potential in many engineering fields, including construction, transportation, energy, and biomedical
sectors. Among the various processing routes used to obtain these materials, ice-templating is
one of the most regarded, owing to its simplicity and versatility and the wide variety of porous
materials that this technique can provide. The focus of this review is to discuss the current state
of the art and understanding of ice-templated porous nanocellulose-based materials. We provide
a review of the main forming processes that use the principle of ice-templating to produce porous
nanocellulose-based materials and discuss the effect of processing conditions and suspension
formulation on the resulting microstructures of the materials.
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1. Introduction

Cellulose is one of the most abundant biopolymers on Earth [1–3]. This natural polymer is a
long-chain polysaccharide, made up of 7000–20,000 β-(1→4)-linked anhydro-D-glucose units [4–6] that
can be found in wood (hardwood and softwood), annual plants (hemp, flax, jute ramie), seeds
(e.g., cotton coir, etc.), grasses (bamboo, bagasse, etc.), marine animals (tunicates), algae, fungi,
invertebrates, and bacteria [7]. However, wood constitutes the main supply source for the production
of cellulose-based materials owing to its wide availability worldwide [8,9]. In the following, we will
mainly focus on the properties and uses of wood-based nanocelluloses (Figure 1)

In the hierarchical structure of plant cell walls, cellulose chains are aggregated in microfibrils that
are few-nanometer-thick slender fibres (Figure 1a–c) [1–4,6,10,11]. The structure of microfibrils is also
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semi-crystalline. However, the exact organisation of crystallites in the microfibrils is still not completely
understood [5]. Recent studies [12,13] have shown that amorphous regions in microfibrils are very
small and/or are presumably more correctly only “slightly disordered” and not fully amorphous. On a
larger scale, the microfibrils themselves are aligned and bound in the form of bundles by hemicelluloses
and either pectin or lignin (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of wood fibres (a), showing the various layers (S1, S2, S3) in wood cell
wall (b) [14] (Adapted from Donaldson [14] with permission from © Springer-Verlag 2007). (c) Portion
of a wood cell wall showing the cellulose microfibrils aligned and bound in the form of bundles
by hemicelluloses and lignin. (Adapted from Chinga-Carrasco [15] with permission from licensee
Springer. 2011). Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) micrographs of CNFs (d) [16] and CNCs (e) (Adapted
from Klemm et al. [5] with permission from Elsevier). In Figure (d), the photograph inset shows a
TEMPO-oxidised CNF water suspension with solids content of 1 wt%. Note that the TEMPO-oxidation
is a chemical pre-treatment used to improve the delamination of cellulose fibres. This pre-treatment
leads to a regioselective oxidation of cellulose primary alcohol groups (–OH) at the surface of the fibrils
into carboxylate ones (–COO−). As such, negatively charged CNFs are more easily isolated from the
fibre walls during the disintegration process [17,18].

Nanocelluloses (cellulose nanocrystals, CNCs, or cellulose nanofibrils, CNFs) are portions of
plant cell walls with at least one dimension in the nanometer range [5,19,20]. CNFs (Figure 1d)
are mechanically produced by delaminating plant-based cellulose, yielding slender nanoscale
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fibrous particles (length l > 1 µm and width d ≈ 5–100 nm) containing both disordered and
crystalline regions [1,5,20]. The delamination process of cellulose fibres is often combined with
pre-treatments such as enzymatic hydrolysis [21,22], carboxylation via TEMPO-mediated oxidation
or periodate chlorite oxidation [17,18], carboxymethylation [23], designed to reduce energy input
needed for fibrillation. As such, CNFs present a wide diversity of microstructures and surface
chemistries. In contrast, CNCs (Figure 1e) are mainly extracted from cellulose fibres using an
acid hydrolysis process [20,24]. The isolation of CNCs by acid hydrolysis selectively degrades
disordered cellulose chains, resulting in highly crystalline rod-shaped nanoparticles [5]. CNCs are
considerably less slender than CNFs (length l ≈ 100–200 nm and width d ≈ 5–20 nm). Many review
articles [6,8,25–27] and books [20,28] dealing with the production processes of nanocelluloses are
available for interested readers.

Nanocelluloses in the form of CNCs and CNFs have received considerable attention over the
last two decades. CNCs and CNFs combine important cellulose properties (e.g, a low density,
high mechanical properties, the possibility to modify the surface chemistry) with the features
of nanomaterials (e.g., high aspect ratio l/d, few internal defects, high specific surface area,
etc.) [1,3,5,29,30]. These cellulosic nanoparticles are used as building blocks for novel biobased
engineering materials [29] such as nanocomposites [1,31,32], densely packed and transparent
nanocellulose films [33,34], continuous filaments [35,36], and aerogels [37–39] and foams [40–42].
The research interest in nanocellulose-based aerogels and foams is recent but growing rapidly. Porous
materials in the form of foams and aerogels exhibit unique properties such as a low density, high
specific surface area, excellent deformability, the ability to absorb the shocks and/or to have good
sound and thermal insulation properties [43–45]. These materials are increasingly used in an ever-wider
variety of engineering fields. However, foams and aerogels are usually synthesised from polymer or
carbon-based materials, most of which are derived from petroleum-based products. The reasons for
the growing interest in nanocellulose-based foams and aerogels are explained by the desire to move
toward renewable raw materials and more sustainable resources and processes. Nanocellulose-based
foams and aerogels display high porosity [37,46], interesting mechanical behavior characterised by
a great deformability under compression [47–49], high thermal insulation properties [37,41], and
potential bio-compatibility [46,50,51], which make them promising solutions for several engineering
fields [52]. These materials can be used in the building and car-manufacturing industry as heat/and or
sound insulation board, as porous template for storage and generation of energy, as membrane for
fluid purification, or even as scaffold for biomedical applications.

The forming processes of aerogels and foams commonly involve two main steps, namely (i) the
preparation of nanocellulose suspensions/gels or wet foams, and (ii) removal of the suspending
fluid. As shown in Figure 2, the removal of the suspending fluid can be carried out using various
drying procedures such as convective drying [53,54], supercritical drying [37,39,55] and solidification
combined with freeze-drying, also referred to as “ice-templating” [40,56]. Depending on the chosen
processing route, various porous structures can be obtained: (i) aerogels of ultra-high porosity (>90%)
and with nanosized pores (average pore size d ≈ 2–50 nm), and (ii) cellular materials in the form of
foams of medium to high porosity (>50%) and with microsized pores (d ≈ 10–500 µm) [52].
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the different processing routes used to obtain nanocellulose-based aerogels
and foams. (Adapted from Lavoine and Bergström [52] with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry); CNF: cellulose nanofibril, CNC: cellulose nanocrystal.

This review focuses on the fabrication of porous nanocellulose-based materials obtained by ice
templating, i.e., after freezing of suspensions and sublimation of the formed ice crystals (freeze-drying).
The materials obtained with this approach commonly exhibit a foam-like structure with open porosity
and micrometric cells. This technique is interesting owing to its simplicity and versatility, and
constitutes an eco-friendly alternative (most of the time the solvent used is water) for the design
of biobased lightweight materials. Hence, the main objective of this review is to describe and discuss
the various materials, microstructures, and end-use properties that can be obtained, changing or tuning
the forming conditions and/or the characteristics of nanocellulose suspensions/gels.

2. Basis of Ice-Templating

The use of freezing colloids as a route to template porosity in materials, usually called
ice-templating, although known for many years [57–59], has been the subject of considerable attention
over the last ten years [60–63]. The reasons for the growing interest in utilising ice-templating
process in materials engineering stem from its simplicity and versatility and the wide variety of
porous materials that this technique can provide. The basic principle of ice-templating is simple:
it is a segregation-induced templating of a dispersed (or dissolved) solid phase by a solidifying
solvent (Figure 3). The dispersed (or dissolved) phase can be of almost any nature, from ceramic to
metal particles or polymer. During the solidification of the suspension, the dispersed (or dissolved)
phase is rejected from the growing crystals of the solvent. The solidified solvent is then removed by
sublimation, leaving a template porous material where the pores are almost a direct replica of the
frozen solvent crystals.
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In practice, the processing of porous materials by ice-templating can be divided in three main
steps (Figure 3).
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a. Preparation of the suspensions. The solid phase is dispersed (or dissolved) in the liquid medium
(solvent). The stability of the suspension should be carefully controlled to avoid any segregation
phenomenon taking place in the solidification phase, yielding gradients of porosity in the final
materials. Water is the most commonly used solvent because it is easy to use and manipulate
and available in large quantities [63]. Other solvents such as camphene [64,65] and ter-butyl
alcohol (TBA) [66,67] are also frequently used in the ice-templating process. Generally, moderate
solid loading is used (10–40 vol.%) to ensure that crystals have enough space to grow and solid
particles are redistributed by the crystals. The concentration of solids in the initial suspension
should be adjusted to reach the desired porosity in the final materials.

b. Solidification of the suspensions. During this step, crystals of solvent are formed and grow in the
suspension. The solid particles that are dispersed (or solubilised) in the suspension are rejected
by the moving solidification front, concentrated, and entrapped between the crystals. This step is
crucial and determines the characteristics of the porous structure (e.g., shape, size of the pores) in
the final materials. The freezing conditions mainly depend on the choice of the solvent [63]: for
instance, low temperatures (<0 ◦C) are required when using water, whereas room temperature is
sufficient when using camphene. It is important to notice that the equipment required to fabricate
the materials (e.g., the mould) has to accommodate the variations of volume (e.g., −3.1% for
camphene, 9% for water [63]) that can occur during the solidification of the suspensions.

c. Sublimation of the solvent. After complete solidification of the suspension, the sample is kept
at conditions of low temperature and reduced pressure using a freeze-drying equipment [68].
The sublimation conditions are dictated by the physical properties of the solvent. Under these
conditions, the solidified solvent is converted into a gas, leading to a porous structure.

The ice-templating process has already been used to fabricate a wide variety of porous materials
with a great potential in several engineering fields [63], including construction [69], energy [70], and
biomedical [71,72] sectors. In comparison to other processes, ice-templating routes exhibit several
unique features. First, this process is almost material agnostic, i.e., almost any type of materials can
be used. Ceramics [73], glasses [74], metals [75], carbon [76], and polymers [77] have already been
used to design materials with various functional properties, including electrical, dielectric, catalytic,
piezoelectric, acoustic, thermal, and mechanical properties. Secondly, a variety of porous structures
(anisotropy, size, polydispersity of the pores) can be obtained depending on the choice of the solvent
suspension formulation (solid content, additives), and the solidification conditions (temperature
gradient, cooling rate, and so on). Thirdly, beyond the porous structures of the processed materials, a
variety of shapes or “architectures” (thin filaments [78], structural foams [79], films and membranes [80],
extruded metamaterials [81], microspheres [82]) can be obtained, depending on the chosen forming
process. Many review articles [61,62,83] and books [63,84] give insights into the main achievements
obtained up to date with this technique. However, very few studies [52,85] provide a complete review
of the results, potentialities, and limitations obtained with nanocellulose-based systems. Thus, this
review focuses on ice-templated materials processed from nanocellulose. It is organised as follows. In
Section 3, we give a summary of the various types of nanocellulose suspensions and the shaping and
forming processes (using the principle of ice-templating) that are commonly used to obtain porous
nanocellulose-based materials. We also provide insights into the main applications of the processed
materials. Then, in Section 4, we describe in detail how the microstructure of ice-templated materials
can be tuned, depending on the choice of the nanocellulose suspensions, their formulation, and the
processing conditions.

3. Ice-Templating of Nanocellulose Suspensions

The processing of nanocellulose-based materials by ice-templating involves (i) the formulation
of nanocellulose suspensions and (ii) the use of forming processes that enable the suspensions to be
solidified and sublimated under controlled conditions. This part aims at describing how nanocellulose
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suspensions are commonly prepared and at giving a review of the main forming processes used to
produce ice-templated porous nanocellulose-based materials.

3.1. Preparation of Nanocellulose Gels

As mentioned in the introduction, CNCs and CNFs are extracted from cellulose fibres by
mechanical and/or chemical processing routes in the form of aqueous colloidal suspensions. Because
of its hydrogen bonding ability and polarity, water is a good dispersant for the CNCs and CNFs that
exhibit many hydroxyl groups (–OH) at their surface. CNF suspensions are commonly manufactured
at a nanofibre concentration of about 1–2 wt% [8,20,26]. Due to the high aspect ratio of CNFs
(100 < l/d < 500), their suspensions tend to form highly viscous gels even at very low nanofibre
content. In contrast, the less slender CNCs (l/d < 100) can be produced at higher concentrations,
typically from 5 to 15 wt% [34]. Depending on the extraction processes, the homogeneity and colloidal
stability of nanocellulose suspensions are different [16,26]:

• CNF suspensions produced by mechanical disintegration with or without enzymatic
pre-treatment [16,86,87] commonly exhibit heterogeneous mesostructures, characterised by the
presence of mesoscale flocs or aggregates. At a finer scale, these suspensions contain both
microscale elements such as partially fibrillated cellulose fibres but also nanoscale elements in the
form of elementary fibrils or bundles of fibrils with a diameter that ranges between 5 and 100 nm
and a length that ranges between 1 and 10 µm [16,88].

• In contrast, CNFs suspensions prepared using chemical pre-treatments of cellulose fibres such
as carboxymethylation [23], carboxylation [17,18], and quaternisation [89] prior to mechanical
treatment are less polydisperse suspensions that contain a few fibril bundles and mostly
individualised fibrils having a diameter ranging from 3 to 6 nm and a length from 1 to 2 µm. The
aforementioned chemical pre-treatments consist of a chemical modification of hydroxyl groups
(–OH) at the surface of the fibrils to functional polar groups [26]. Therefore, at low ionic strength,
i.e., without the addition of salts and/or additives, CNF aqueous suspensions are homogeneous,
nearly transparent (Figure 1d), and electrostatically stabilised by the presence of negatively (or
positively) charged groups at their surface [90,91].

• Similarly, CNC suspensions that are mainly produced from the hydrolysis by sulphuric acid of
cellulose fibres, are homogeneous and electrostatically stabilised colloidal systems [92].

Using specific and time-consuming drying techniques [93,94], CNC and CNF suspensions can be
concentrated up to 20 and 10 wt%, respectively [95,96]. However, the most concentrated suspensions
are usually extremely viscous and thus are difficult to use in forming processes. Nanocellulose
suspensions are colloidal fibrous systems that exhibit complex rheology between that of soft solids and
liquids [16]. The rheology of these systems is usually characterised using transient and steady-state
shear experiments (Figure 4) [97,98].
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(Adapted from Martoïa et al. [100] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry).

At low strains and/or low strain-rates, the rheology of these systems is characterised by a solid-like
behaviour [16]. The dynamic oscillation curves (e.g., Figure 4a) that are performed at small prestrains
for CNC and CNF suspensions, show typical features of gels and soft glassy materials [101–103] with a
storage modulus G’ much higher than the loss modulus G”. The solid-like properties of nanocellulose
suspensions can also be observed from steady-state flow curves (e.g., Figure 4b). As shown in Figure 4b,
CNF suspensions exhibit a macroscale yield stress τ0 at low strain-rates [100,104–106]. This regime is
then followed by a shear-thinning behaviour, where the suspension viscosity decreases with increasing
the strain-rates [107]. The rheological properties of the suspensions, namely the dynamic modulus
G’, the yield stress τ0 and the viscosity µ of the suspensions are power-law functions of the nanofibre
concentration [104,105,108]. These macroscale rheological properties, which are of great importance
in materials forming, are closely related to the current microstructure of the fibrous reinforcement
and its evolution during flow, and to a combination of nanoscale fluid-particles and particles-particles
interaction forces [35,100,109]. More information related to the rheology of nanocellulose suspensions
can be found in recent review articles [97,98].

Water is commonly used as suspending fluid, but stable suspensions of CNCs and CNFs can also
be obtained in various polar liquid media. For example, stable CNC suspensions have been prepared
in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N-methyl pyrrolidine (NMP), formic acid, and N,N-dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMF) [110]. CNCs and CNFs can also be dispersed in other liquid media using solvent exchange
procedures. The aqueous suspensions are progressively solvent exchanged in liquids of decreasing
polarity by several successive centrifugation and redispersion operations, using sonication treatment
after each solvent exchange step to avoid aggregation of the particles. Acetone is often chosen as
solvent for the first solvent exchange step. To increase the stability of CNCs and CNFs in apolar
or low polarity solvent, the surface of cellulose nanoparticles can be coated with surfactants [111],
or chemically modified using various chemical grafting processes [112]. Both methods allow the
surface energy of the nanoparticles to be decreased. More details related to the surface modification of
nanocelluloses can be found in the following references [113,114].
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3.2. Forming Processes

In the sections that follow, we provide a review of the main forming techniques used to produce
porous nanocellulose-based materials with varied shapes and microstructures.

3.2.1. Freeze-Casting/Freeze Moulding Processes

This forming process involves the preparation of a colloidal suspension that is poured into a
mould, which is then frozen and subjected to sublimative drying of the suspending fluid under
vacuum. This approach has first been developed as a near-net-shape manufacturing process to obtain
complex-shaped (monolithic) dense ceramics parts with fine replicate of the mould details [59,115].
However, in that case the formation and growth of ice crystals was unwelcome, as they turn into
defects in the final materials. Later, it was realised that the crystal nucleation and growth could be a
benefit if properly controlled to obtain materials with porous microstructures [116].

Various strategies can be used to achieve complete freezing of the nanocellulose suspensions.
A first strategy consists in progressively introducing the mould filled with the suspension in a cold
liquid (Figure 5a) [40,117–119]. Changing the temperature of the liquid bath enables the cooling
rate of nanocellulose suspensions to be varied [56,118]. Also, the establishment of the temperature
gradient within the moulds can be tuned by using moulds with different thermal resistances. For
instance, Jiménez-Saelices et al. [119] designed a mould composed of three parts: the top and bottom
surfaces were made of high thermal conductivity aluminium, whereas the lateral edges were made of
low thermal conductivity polymer. This mould design allowed a quasi-unidirectional temperature
gradient to be applied to the nanocellulose suspensions. A second strategy is to deposit the mould on
a cold surface, leading to the unidirectional freezing of the suspensions [41,120,121]. In addition, the
freezing of the suspension can also be achieved by placing the mould inside a cold chamber [122–124].
However, this last way of freezing does not allow a good control of the temperature gradient inside
the mould. After complete freezing of the suspensions, the dehydration process is commonly carried
out by placing the frozen samples inside freeze-dryer apparatus.

This forming process enables thick foam panels with densities ρ ranging from 1 to 200 kg m−3

(i.e., a porosity ranging from 99% to 87%) to be produced (Figure 5). The density (or the porosity) of the
final materials depends on the initial concentration Ci of the nanocellulose suspension and volumetric
shrinkage that is prone to occur during the sublimation of ice-crystals. Martoïa et al. [56] observed
that the foam shrinkage increased drastically when Ci was lower than a critical concentration C*. This
critical concentration C* was found to depend on the nanofibre slenderness and colloidal interactions
between the particles.

At a finer scale, the foams produced using this process commonly exhibit a cellular-like
architecture (Figure 5c,d). The morphology of the cells is different from that usually observed in most
of the synthetic polymer cellular foams. Instead of the polyhedral cells typical of many foams [43],
nanocellulose foams consist of irregular arrangements of thin plates (in the form of nanocellulose
films [40,125]), tens of microns in length that occasionally intersected with remaining partially fibres
or dangling mass [56]. The plates themselves are curved and nanoporous [40,56]. However, the pore
structure of these materials is almost a direct replica of the ice-crystals formed during the freezing
process, and therefore this structure ultimately depends on the freezing conditions (e.g., temperature
gradient and cooling rate) [62]. This point will be discussed further in Section 4.
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Figure 5. (a) Scheme of a freezing apparatus. The nanocellulose suspension is frozen by introducing
the mould in a cold liquid. (Adapted from Lee et al. [118] with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry). Photograph (b), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrograph (c), and 3D tomographic
image (voxel size: 0.323 µm3) (d) of TEMPO-oxidised CNF foam (ρ ≈ 11 kg m−3) prepared by direct
quenching in a cold bath (freezing temperature T ≈ −13 ◦C). (Adapted from Martoïa et al. [56] with
permission from Elsevier).

3.2.2. “Sorbet-Like” Processes

Martoïa et al. [56] used an alternate freezing processing route inspired from the food industry or
the metallurgy to process metals for thixocasting [126,127]. The authors combined several sequences of
quenching and mechanical stirring to obtain nanocellulose foams. The purpose of this technique was
to restrain the dendritic and columnar ice crystal growth during solidification of the suspensions by
applying mechanical stirring to obtain a first class of ice grains with globular shape. In practice,
nanocellulose suspensions were continuously mixed at a temperature of T ≈ −18 ◦C until the
suspensions exhibited ice-cream textures. Then, the mould was filled with the suspensions before
being quenched at low temperature (T ≈ −68 ◦C) to completely solidify the suspensions. At the end
of the solidification process, frozen suspensions were dried in a freeze-dryer.

The materials obtained using this forming process exhibited interesting bimodal structures that
consisted of near spherical mesoscale pores/cells with a diameter that ranged from 100 µm to 600 µm
(Figure 6). These cells were flanked by finer anisotropic pores/cells in the form of buttresses with
dimensions that ranged between 20 and 50 µm. Interestingly, the authors observed that the foams
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prepared using this “sorbet-like process” showed higher mechanical performances than foams with the
same density and prepared by freeze-moulding. These porous materials can be used in the design of
lightweight composite structures (e.g., as a core of sandwich panels), for which high specific mechanical
properties are needed.
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Figure 6. (a) SEM micrographs showing the microstructures of a TEMPO-oxidised CNF foam obtained
using a sorbet-like process. In (b), the photograph inset shows the sorbet machine used to apply
mechanical stirring during the freezing of CNF suspensions. (c) Horizontal cross-section of the
TEMPO-oxidised foam obtained using X-ray microtomography (voxel size: 1.63 µm3). (Adapted from
Martoïa et al. [56] with permission from Elsevier).

3.2.3. Spray-Freeze Drying Processes

The atomisation and spray-freeze-drying (SFD) process was used by Cai et al. [128] for the
fabrication of porous nanocellulose-based microspheres. Spray-freeze drying is a process that was
originally developed for the production of biopharmaceutical powder [129]. In SFD, a suspension of
CNFs or CNCs is sprayed with an air-atomisation nozzle into a cold vapour phase over a cryogenic
liquid to form droplets (Figure 7). The droplets of the suspension may begin to freeze during the time
of flight through the cold vapour phase and completely solidify upon contact with the cryogenic liquid
phase. Then, the frozen droplets are dried in a lyophiliser.
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Figure 7. Scheme of the atomisation and spray-freeze-drying process used for the fabrication of
porous microspheres. (Adapted with permission from Cai et al. [128]. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society).

Using this approach, the authors produced porous nanocellulose-based microspheres (Figure 7)
with an average diameter of about 60–120 µm [128]. In addition, the microbeads had a porous structure
with pore sizes ranging from a few nanometers to micrometers. Microspheres are promising materials
that can be used a template for drug delivery, superabsorbents, synthesising porous catalysts, cell
culture growth templates, and targeted release systems.

3.2.4. Extrusion Processes

This process consists of printing 3D structures with controlled shapes from nanocellulose gels
(Figure 8). To be printable in a 3D printer, the fluid needs to flow in the printer and have the ability
to become like a “solid” on a substrate after being dispensed (Figure 8b) [130]. As mentioned in
Section 3.1, nanocellulose suspensions are yield stress fluids that are characterised by a pronounced
shear thinning behaviour at high strain-rates [100,107]. Hence, these suspensions are particularly
suitable for this type of processing route. The mechanical stresses applied on the nanocellulose gels
inside the nozzle in the printer head decreases the viscosity of the gel and the fluid starts to flow.
However, as the nanocellulose gel is deposited, the stresses reduce so that the fluid relaxes and forms a
solid-like gel, making it possible to build a 3D structure (Figure 8b).

Then, in order to create a stronger structure that is easier to move and handle without breaking,
the 3D printed structure can be transferred to a coagulation bath (e.g., CaCl2 bath [131]). This reduces
the repulsive surface charges of the cellulose nanoparticles, so that they can be physically cross-linked
through attractive cohesive bonds [35,90]. Then, the 3D printed structure is frozen and freeze-dried
(Figure 8c). Using this approach, it is possible to achieve materials with porosity defined at several
scales (Figure 8d): the pores defined by the extrusion (computer designed) and the ice-templated
pores [132]. These materials have great potential in tissue engineering applications as culture scaffolds
due to their multiscale open-cell type porous structures. Hence, cell growth can migrate through
the designed cellulosic-scaffold using the smaller to medium pore sizes. Meanwhile, the larger pore
sizes can enable nutrient and metabolic waste diffusion to occur simultaneously until complete cell
migration is achieved. This demonstrates how ice-templating can be combined with other processing
routes to achieve complex and customisable architectures suited for target application requirements.
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Figure 8. 3D printed scaffold obtained using a direct ink write (DIW) approach: (a) CAD model, (b) 3D
structure obtained after direct printing of a 20 wt% CNC gel and (c) final structure obtained after
freezing in a freezer at a temperature of −20 ◦C and sublimation. (d) SEM images showing the dual
scale porosity of the fabricated materials: large pores of about 600-µm diameter (green box) defined
by the extrusion process coexist with finer elongated pores (red box) induced by the ice-templating
process. (Reproduced with permission from Li et al. [132]).

3.2.5. Post-Treatment Processes

Interestingly, ice-templated nanocellulose-based materials can also be used as “template” for the
design of novel engineered materials. For instance, Nissilä et al. [133] used CNF foams as anisotropic
porous preform for the fabrication of nanocomposite materials. Anisotropic porous CNF foams were
impregnated with an epoxy resin using a vacuum infusion process (Figure 9a). This composite forming
process uses a low vacuum pressure (∆P ≈ 35 mbar) to slowly push the uncured resin of low viscosity
into the porous medium. Once the resin is entirely infused, a chemical reaction creates heat, curing the
resin into a solid part. This technique allows the fabrication of eco-friendly structural composite parts
that could have a great potential in many engineering fields. Wang et al. [134] produced carbon-based
ultralight materials by pyrolysing TEMPO-oxidised foams at 1000 ◦C under nitrogen flow. After
pyrolysis, as shown in Figure 9b, the volume of carbon foams shrank by about 75% compared with
the original volume of CNF foams. Also, the weight loss reached 75% due to the release of water,
CO2, CO, CH4, and some organics [135]. However, the porosity of the pyrolysed sample was still
very high (porosity ≈ 99.5%) and a finer analysis of the microstructure revealed that the 3D porous
structures of the foams was well maintained [134]. The unique properties of carbon foams such as
their high porosity and specific surface area, combined with the advantages of using a natural and
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sustainable material, make them promising materials for energy storage applications as electrode
materials and super-capacitors.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x 12 of 28 
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Figure 9. Examples of post-treatment processes of ice-templated porous nanocellulose-based materials.
(a) Vacuum infusion of a CNF foam with an epoxy resin to obtain a composite material (Adapted from
Nissilä et al. [133] with permission from Elsevier). (b) Photograph of a carbon foam (black sample
on the right) obtained from the pyrolysis of a CNF foam (sample on the left) under nitrogen flow.
(Adapted from Wang et al. [134] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry).

4. Links between the Nanocellulose Suspensions, the Processing Conditions, and the
Microstructures of Ice-Templated Materials

The control of the arrangement and organisation of solid particles during the solvent solidification
phase is complex and still not fully characterised and understood [62,63]. The mechanisms of
particle segregation and redistribution induced by ice-crystal growth in colloidal systems depend
on a large number of factors related both to the processing conditions and the nature of colloids
(particles, size, surface charge density, conductivity, etc.). Hence, this section aims at describing
how ice-templating conditions and suspension formulation affect the final microstructures of
nanocellulose-based materials.

4.1. Effect of Freezing Conditions

4.1.1. Temperature Gradient

Temperature gradient has a drastic effect on the process-induced microstructures and the
morphology of the pores/cells [119]. Anisotropic pores (the long pore axis being parallel to the
freezing direction) were observed for CNF and CNC foams produced using a unidirectional freezing
process [41,118,120,136,137]. Ice crystals tend to grow in the same direction as the temperature gradient.
Consequently, the directional solidification of nanocellulose suspensions leads to a crystal alignment
that leaves open pore channels after sublimation (Figure 10).

The effect of the temperature gradient on the final microstructures of ice-templated
nanocellulose-based materials was investigated in refs. [117,119]. In Ref. [119], the authors used two
different moulds to apply different freezing gradients to the nanocellulose suspensions. The first mould
was designed to induce a quasi-uniaxial temperature gradient in CNF suspension, whereas the second
was designed to apply a quasi-uniform temperature gradient. The first mould lead to ice-templated
foams with highly anisotropic and columnar structures and the second mould to more isotropic cellular
microstructures with more spherical pores.
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Figure 10. SEM micrographs showing the microstructures of CNF foams that were obtained after
unidirectional freezing and sublimation. In figure (a,b), the CNF foam was cut parallel to the freezing
direction (indicated by arrow), whereas in figure (c) the foam was cut perpendicular to the freezing
direction. (Adapted from Donius et al. [136] with permission from Elsevier).

4.1.2. Cooling Rate

Martoïa et al. [56] showed that the morphology of the pores/cells also varied significantly as a
function of the freezing temperature. Between −13 ◦C and −80 ◦C, the radial pore size decreased from
few hundred microns (300–50 µm) to a few tenths of micrometers (20–10 µm) for TEMPO-oxidised
and enzymatic CNF foams (Figure 11). In addition, CNF foams obtained at high freezing temperature,
i.e., T = −13 ◦C consisted of cells that were more polydisperse compared with those observed in foams
that were obtained at lower freezing temperatures. Also, between −80 ◦C and −114 ◦C, no significant
variation in the pore morphology and size was evidenced (Figure 11). These variations in the pore
morphology, which were observed for CNCs and CNFs and for various concentrations, could be
explained by the following scenario. At low freezing temperature and thus high average cooling rate,
nucleation rate is higher than crystal growth rate [138]. Consequently, a large number of small ice
crystals are formed during freezing and the induced porous microstructure consists of uniform small
pores. At higher freezing temperature and lower average cooling rate, the opposite trend could take
place. Ice crystal growth is more kinetically favoured than ice nucleation [138]. Therefore, a small
number of large ice crystals are probably formed during freezing. These results show that the control
of the solidification conditions through the applied temperature gradient and cooling rate prior to
freeze-drying is crucial in “building” the final microstructure of nanocellulose foams.
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Figure 11. SEM micrographs of CNF foams obtained after freezing at various temperatures and then
sublimation. The images inset are SEM micrographs of CNF foams obtained at lower (a) or higher
(b–d) magnifications (Adapted from Martoïa et al. [56] with permission from Elsevier).

4.2. Effect of the Suspension Formulation

4.2.1. Suspending Fluid

The characteristics and properties of the fluid that is used to disperse the colloids are crucial in
the ice-templating process [64–67]. The fluid properties can affect (i) the crystal morphology, (ii) the
state of dispersion of the suspended particles, and (iii) the mechanisms of particle segregation and
redistribution occurring during the solidification phase. If these phenomena and their effects on the
final microstructures have been investigated for many ice-templating systems, much less is known
concerning nanocellulose systems.

Sehaqui et al. [139] produced thin nanoporous membranes (Figure 12a) from CNF dispersions
in ter-buthyl alcohol (TBA). Aqueous CNF suspensions were completely solvent exchanged to TBA
through ethanol. The CNF membranes that were obtained after freezing and sublimation showed fine
porous microstructures with nanometric pore sizes (average pore size of about 24 nm) and also the
presence of domains with aggregated CNFs. Nemato et al. [140] also produced thin nanoporous filter
membranes using TBA. However, in that study, CNFs were dispersed in various water/TBA mixtures
at TBA concentrations up to 60 wt% before freezing at T ≈ −20 ◦C and sublimation. Interestingly, the
authors observed that the materials prepared without adding TBA exhibited columnar structures with
micrometer-sized large pores, whereas those obtained from CNF dispersions in water/TBA mixtures
at TBA concentrations ranging from 20 to 50 wt% displayed fine porous structures, in the form of CNF
networks, with nanometer-sized fine pores (Figure 12b). In contrast, the CNF filters prepared from
CNF/water/TBA dispersions with 60 wt% TBA showed heterogeneous microstructures with large
pores and film-like structures together with fine porous structures. The role of TBA in the formation
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of fine porous structures after ice-templating can be related to the two following scenarios. Firstly,
the presence of TBA molecules in water changes the morphology and growth kinetics of ice-crystals.
A finer analysis of the phase diagram of the binary mixture of water/TBA reveals that two eutectic
compositions exists, respectively, on the water-rich and TBA-rich sides of the phase diagram [141].
In addition, various TBA hydrates can also be formed, depending on the TBA concentration and
freezing temperature [141]. Hence, a wide diversity of crystal morphologies can be observed during
the solidification of a binary mixture of water/TBA [142]. Secondly, TBA molecules can attach to the
surface of CNFs through hydrogen-bonding interactions which leads to hydrophobic surfaces of the
fibrils by introducing tert-butyl groups [143]. This can considerably disturb the redistribution of solid
particles by the solidification front. Indeed, the chemical steric hindrance effect of the tert-butyl groups
can restrict the self-association behaviour of CNFs and the formation of continuous cell walls as well. It
is also worth noting that the addition of TBA can disturb the colloidal stability of nanocellulose systems.
This last point is presumably at the origin of the heterogeneous porous microstructures observed
by Nemoto et al. [140] for filters prepared with 60 wt% TBA (Figure 12b). The effect of the colloidal
stability on the microstructure of ice-templated materials is discussed further in the next subsection.
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Figure 12. (a) Photograph of a porous CNF film of high specific surface area obtained after freezing a
CNF dispersion in ter-buthyl-alcohol (TBA) and then sublimation. (Adapted with permission from
Sehaqui et al. [139]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society). (b) SEM micrographs of CNF filters
obtained from various CNF/water/TBA dispersions with 0–60 wt% TBA. (Adapted with permission
from Nemoto et al. [140]. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society).
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4.2.2. Colloidal Stability of Nanocellulose Suspensions

Electrostatic stabilisation is the main mechanism for stabilisation of cellulose nanoparticles against
aggregation and flocculation [90,92]. The colloidal stability of nanocellulose suspensions depends
on the chosen extraction processing route that confers to CNFs or CNCs different surface charge
density [18,26]. The destabilisation of nanocellulose suspension is also often accomplished by the
addition of salt or changing the pH to effectively neutralise or screen the (repulsive) surface charge
of the particles [90,91,144,145]. Martoïa et al. [56] investigated the effect of the CNF type on the resulting
microstructures of ice-templated foams. The authors prepared CNF foams using two types of CNF
suspensions, namely enzymatic and TEMPO-oxidised CNF suspensions. Enzymatic CNF suspensions
exhibited spatially heterogeneous mesostructures such as flocs (50–100 µm). In contrast, TEMPO-oxidised
CNF suspensions were electrostatically stabilised suspensions and thus did not exhibit flocculated textures.
Noticeable structural differences between enzymatic and TEMPO-oxidised CNF foams were observed.
As shown in Figure 13, the geometry of TEMPO-oxidised cell foams was much more regular compared
with that of enzymatic foams. These observations show the role of the colloidal stability of nanocellulose
suspensions on the phenomena of particle segregation, entrapment, and redistribution that occur during
ice growth. Because of their strongest colloidal stability, TEMPO-oxidised CNFs are presumably more
homogenously redistributed by the moving ice front, leading to more regular structures [56]. The situation
is probably more complex and chaotic with enzymatic suspensions since they are more polydisperse, less
stable and thus exhibit mesoscale heterogeneities in the form of flocs or floc chains. These flocs could
be encapsulated or torn by the moving ice front, instead of being homogeneously redistributed. These
complex mechanisms are potentially at the origin of the structural defects and heterogeneities, such as the
numerous dangling masses and torn cell walls (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Photographs obtained with a black background of a 2-wt% enzymatic CNF suspension (a),
and a 0.75-wt% TEMPO-oxidised CNF suspension (c). SEM micrographs of enzymatic CNF foams
(ρ ' 23 kg m−3) (b) and TEMPO-oxidised CNF foams (ρ ' 11 kgm−3) (d). (Adapted from Martoïa
et al. [56] with permission from Elsevier).
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4.2.3. Nanocellulose Concentration

Sehaqui et al. [40,146] and Martoïa et al. [56] investigated the effect of the CNF concentration on the
microstructures of ice-templated foams. Both studies showed that the foam pore size decreased with
increasing the CNF concentration (Figure 14). Using gas absorption experiments, Munier et al. [120]
also observed that the density of the foam cell walls increased with increasing CNF concentration.
The decrease in the foam pore size could be related to the increase with the CNF concentration in the
rheological properties of the suspensions, namely the yield stress τ0 [100]. Higher yield stress would
restrain ice crystal growth, so that nucleation sites would be induced, resulting in the formation of
numerous small pores.
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Figure 14. FE-SEM micrographs of the cryo-fractured surface of the CNF foams with a density ρ of
(a) 7 kg m−3 and (b) 61 kg m−3. Note that these foams were prepared by direct quenching at a freezing
temperature of −196 ◦C. (Adapted from Sehaqui et al. [40] with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry).

4.2.4. Polymer Additives

The fabrication of ice-templated foams from CNF-water-polymer dispersions has first been done
by Svagan et al. [123,147] with the main objective of tuning the mechanical properties of foam cell
walls. Several CNF-starch nanocomposite foams were thus prepared by varying the starch content
from 30 to 100 wt%. The authors observed that the addition of solubilised starch had a significant effect
not only on the mechanical performances of the foams but also on the pore morphologies. Smaller
cells, larger anisotropy ratios and more closed cells were observed with higher starch contents [147]. It
was assumed that the presence of starch in the CNF suspensions affect ice crystal growth. The effect
of starch would be to (i) promote ice nucleation and (ii) slow down the average kinetic of ice crystals
growth by decreasing the diffusion rate of water molecules to the growing crystal surface.

More recently, Chau et al. [148] used polymer additives to obtain CNC foams with tunable porous
microstructures. The authors added hydrazide-functionalised poly(oligoethylene glycol methacrylate)
(H-POEGMA) to CNC suspensions. In order to obtain a chemical cross-linking between CNCs and
H-POEGMA, the surface hydroxyl groups of cellulose nanocrystals was also selectively oxidised to
aldehyde groups [149]. In doing so, the authors showed that by controlling the composition of the
CNC/H-POEGMA dispersions, foams with fibrillary, columnar, or lamellar pore morphologies were
produced (Figure 15). However, the chemical, physical, and mechanical phenomena involved are still
not fully elucidated.
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Figure 15. SEM micrographs of CNC foams’ cross-sections (perpendicular to the ice growth direction)
showing the various pore morphologies that can be obtained depending on both the amount of added
hydrazide-functionalised poly(oligoethylene glycol methacrylate) H-POEGMA and CNC concentration.
(Adapted with permission from Chau et al. [148]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society).

4.2.5. Nanofibre Slenderness

The nanofibre slenderness r = l/d was shown to have a significant effect on the foam shrinkage.
As previously mentioned, Martoïa et al. [56] observed that the foam shrinkage increased drastically
when Ci was lower than a critical concentration C*. This critical concentration C* was found to depend
on the nanofibre slenderness r and colloidal interactions between the particles [56,100]. Using volume
excluded concepts, the authors showed that C* probably corresponded to a percolation threshold
below which nanocellulose networks were no longer connected and lost their mechanical integrity.
The percolation threshold that corresponds to a critical number of bonds or interactions per nanofibre
z∗, was estimated using the statistical tube model for fibrous networks of homogeneously distributed
straight fibres [150–152]:

z∗ = 4φ∗
(

2
π

rΦ1 + Φ2 + 1
)
≈ 2 (1)

where φ∗ is the critical nanofibre volume content and Φ1, Φ2 are the orientation distribution functions
(Φ1 = π/4 and Φ2 = 1/2 for isotropic fibrous microstructures [150]). Using this analytical estimate,
the authors found that z∗ ≈ 2. Below z∗, particle depletion or migration phenomena that are induced
by ice formation could be facilitated, in particular near the sample external surface [56].

Further, the morphology of the pores/cells can also vary significantly with the nanofibre
slenderness. Munier et al. [120] prepared ice-templated foams using two types of electrostatically
stabilised nanocellulose suspensions, namely an aqueous suspension of long and slender CNFs
(r ≈ 100) (Figure 16a) and a suspension of CNCs with much lower aspect ratio (r ≈ 35) (Figure 16b).
Interestingly, the authors observed that the suspensions of slender CNFs lead to foams with tubular-like
porous structures (Figure 16c), whereas foams produced from the shorter and more rigid CNCs
displayed lamellar porous structures (Figure 16d). The difference in pore morphology could be related
to the ability of CNFs to entangle and form highly connected and cohesive fibrous networks that
would restrain the growth of large, lamellar ice crystals.
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Figure 16. AFM images of CNFs (a) and CNCs (b). The nanocellulose particles are electrostatically
adsorbed onto cationised mica substrates. The magnification is the same in both images and the scale
bar is 500 nm. SEM micrographs of CNF (c,d) CNC foams obtained by ice-templating from a 0.5 wt%
CNF suspension and a 1.5 wt% CNC suspension, respectively. (Adapted with permission from Munier
et al. [120]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society).

4.3. Effect on the End-Use Properties

As shown in the previous sections, ice-templated nanocellulose-based materials can exhibit a wide
variety of microstructures, depending on the choice of the nanocellulose suspension, their formulation,
and the processing conditions. Ice-templated materials can have medium to high porosity ε (80% ≤ ε
≤ 99%), cellular, tubular, or lamellar structures with nano- and/or micro-sized pores (average pore
size ranging from 0.1 µm to 800 µm). Obtaining materials with tailored microstructures is of great
interest for materials engineering owing to the broad diversity of performances that these materials
can exhibit. Indeed, the physical and mechanical properties of porous materials can vary widely,
depending on the choice of the solid from which they are made, the volume fraction of the solid φ,
and the geometry of the pores/cells [43]. For instance, Sehaqui et al. [40] investigated the effect of the
density ρ (or porosity) on the compression properties of CNF foams. The authors observed that the
compression modulus E and the yield stress σy of the foams increased from 56 to 5310 kPa and 8 to
516 kPa with increasing the density ρ from 7 to 103 kg m−3. Martoïa et al. [56] also investigated the
effect of the density ρ on the compression behaviour of CNF foams. Both the compression modulus
E and the yield stress σy were found to be power-law functions of the volume fraction of solid φ,
i.e.; E ∝ φn and σy ∝ φm. However, the authors observed that the values of n and m were affected
by the foam architecture, namely the regularity and geometry of the cells. The scaling exponents
(n = 2.29 and m = 2.22) of TEMPO-oxidised CNF foams were close to those expected for classical
cellular materials with well-defined microstructures and deformation mechanisms such as open (n = 2
and m = 1.5) or closed foams without thickening of edges (n = 3 and m = 2) [43,56]. In contrast, the
scaling exponents (n = 3.11 and m = 3.04) of enzymatic CNF foams were close to those usually obtained
for aerogels [44,153], i.e., 3 < n < 4 and 2.5 < m < 3.5. This behavior could be related to the disordered
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cellular structure of these foams and more precisely to the existence of numerous dangling masses or
branches that hung off the cell walls [153,154].

Ice-templated materials are also widely studied owing to their high thermal insulation properties.
As for the mechanics, thermal properties vary with the density and the microstructural features of
porous materials [43]. Jiménez-Saelices et al. [119] observed that the apparent thermal conductivity λ

of CNF foams with quasi-isotropic cellular microstructures increased from 38 to 43 mW m−1K−1 with
increasing the density ρ from 12 to 43 kg m−3. Wicklein et al. [41] produced CNF foams of density
ρ = 5.6 kg m−3 with anisotropic tubular porous microstructures. The authors reported that the thermal
conductivity λ measured in the axial direction (along the pore) was close to 170 mW m−1K−1, whereas
those measured in the radial direction was significantly lower, i.e., close to 15 mW m−1 K−1. These
examples emphasise the undeniable role of the porous architecture on the resulting performances
of nanocellulose-based materials. The selection and the use of a specific material for a particular
engineering application require a proper control of the porous microstructure to reach the physical
and/or mechanical performances required for specific applications. A more complete description of
the physical and mechanical properties of porous nanocellulose-based materials can be found in the
following references [52,85].

5. Conclusions and Outlook

Many forming processes using the principle of ice-templating have been developed to obtain
porous materials from nanocellulose dispersions. These processing routes commonly involve two
main steps: (i) the preparation of the nanocellulose suspension and (ii) the solidification and removal
of the suspending fluid by lyophilisation. Depending on the chosen process, nanocellulose-based
materials with varied shapes and structures can be manufactured such as semi-structural foam panels,
microbeads, filter membranes, and scaffolds. The fabrication methods are also versatile enough
to tune easily the process-induced microstructures. A large number of factors related both to the
processing conditions (e.g., temperature gradient, cooling rate) and the nature of colloids (particles,
size, surface charge density, conductivity, addition of salt or polymer, etc.) can be used to achieve
complex and customisable architectures suited for target application requirements. Ice-templated
nanocellulose-based materials can exhibit a broad diversity of physical (thermal, acoustic, permeation,
etc.) and mechanical properties owing to their tunable microstructure. These materials can exhibit
medium to high porosity ε (80% ≤ ε ≤ 99%), varied pore morphology (tubular, cellular, and lamellar),
and a pore size distribution defined at several length scales (from the nanoscale to the millimetre
scale). In addition, the processes using the principle of ice-templating are almost material agnostic,
i.e., almost any type of materials can be used. As such, multifunctional porous nanocellulose-based
materials can also be designed by combining CNCs or CNFs with polymers [137,147,155] or other
nanoscale particles such as carbon nanotubes [156,157], graphene [158], and silver nanoparticles [159].
Ice-templated nanocellulose-based materials constitutes promising biobased solutions for a wide
diversity of engineering fields including construction, transportation, energy, and biomedical sectors.

However, the existing manufacturing processes still suffer from important limitations related
both to the inherent characteristics of nanocellulose suspensions and the ice-templating technique.
Nanocelluloses are colloidal fibrous systems that exhibit a complex rheology between that of soft
solids and liquids. These suspensions are thus difficult to use in forming processes, particularly in
concentrated regimes. Extensive research should be carried out in order to better characterise and
understand the rheology of nanocellulose suspensions in concentrated and hyper-concentrated regimes.
Then, the existing processes are multi-step processes with long production cycles. In particular, the
freeze-drying or lyophilisation phase is time-consuming and research efforts are still required to make
this step more efficient. For instance, additives or solvents with low enthalpy of sublimation could
be used to increase the sublimation kinetics. In addition, the control of the temperature gradient
during the processing of the materials still need to be improved. Most of ice-templated materials
exhibit core-shell architectures, microstructure gradients and anisotropic pore morphologies. They
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also exhibit heterogeneities and numerous structural defects such as dangling masses and torn cell
walls. These defects significantly reduce the physical and mechanical properties of ice-templated
materials [56]. Research efforts must be done to better characterise and understand the phenomena
involved in the formation of foam cells [160–162] as well as those related to the shrinkage of materials
during solidification and freeze-drying of nanocellulose suspensions.
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